A UNIQUE LIFE IN THE
WORLD’S MOST LIVEABLE CITY

CENTRAl
City lIfe

DESIGNED FOR MELBOURNE

Conceived by the visionary architects
of Elenberg Fraser, Avant offers brilliant
design as multi-faceted as Melbourne
and a life of style as sophisticated as
the city itself.
On the outside, the tower features
a striking weave-like pattern and
tinted glass exterior. On the inside, the
stunning level of design continues with
beautifully crafted residences and a
dazzling array of residential amenity.
Melbourne is a dynamic metropolis
and A’Beckett Street is its booming
new residential hub. Avant provides
access to the best that the city has to
offer, and a place of premium comfort
to call your home.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

SOUTH EAST VIEW

CHAPTER 1
ARCHITECTURE
FOR MELBOURNE

‘The building uses a language of
geometry. We also believe it is one
of the prettiest buildings in the city.’
CA L LU M F R A S E R , E L E N BE R G F R A S E R

the
JeWEl Of
MeLBOURNE´S
SKyliNe
Avant is a radiant addition to
Melbourne’s glittering city skyline
at A’Beckett Street in the heart
of the CBD. One of the country’s
most awarded architectural practices,
Elenberg Fraser, has woven together
original aesthetic concepts to create
an exquisite residential tower.

At its base, the building blends in
to the surrounding streetscape with
a grand entrance. In the tower above
are finely detailed residences and a
series of premium communal spaces
including a luxury pool and gym,
private dining and lounge areas,
and much more.

The visionary design cleverly
expresses the geometric nature of the
building, enfolding Avant in an elegant
weave-like pattern. Compressed at
the base and stretching out towards
the top of the building, this lace-like
super surface comprises a network of
distinctive white aluminium fins.

Melbourne is a culturally rich city
with an appreciation for intelligence
and beauty. This is the essence of
Avant. The opportunity now exists
for a new life of sophistication behind
its truly brilliant façade.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION
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Parks and gardens. Cafés and bars.
Markets and shops. Schools and
universities. At Avant, everything
is right around the corner.
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CHAPTER 2
CENTRAL CITY LIFE

A
CONNEcteD
LOCAtiON
Avant is perfectly placed to
experience the best of Melbourne
living, nestled in a quiet street between
the bustling CBD, the vibrant market
precinct and the city’s prestigious
universities, with parks, shopping,
transport and everything else you
need at your door.
The lush green lawns and stately
trees of Flagstaff Gardens are only two
blocks away, with the fresh produce
and world of flavours at the Queen
Victoria Market even closer.
Melbourne is known for its worldclass education, and two of its most
prestigious institutions, The University

of Melbourne and RMIT, are both just
a short walk from Avant.
The major retail and transport hub,
Melbourne Central, is only one block
from Avant. Overhead walkways now
extend this CBD shopping experience
to Melbourne Emporium and on
to Bourke Street Mall through the
popular Myer department store.
Besides the endless retail, employment
and education opportunities of
Melbourne, Avant offers the perfect
location from which to set out and
explore the city’s celebrated culinary
scene and exciting nightlife.

As well as the restaurants, cafés and
clubs of the CBD, nearby Southbank,
Docklands, St Kilda and the eclectic
inner northern suburbs are all easily
accessible from Avant.
Whether you are walking or
taking a tram from right outside
your door, Avant provides a central
location connected to the very best
of Melbourne.

A VIBRANT CITY

Melbourne is full of life, with the
city’s best-loved locations all just
moments from Avant.
CO L LIN S ST, C B D

MELBOURNE CENTRAL

Melbourne Central is one of
Australia’s most popular shopping
malls, recognised on the skyline by
its soaring glass cone. With almost
300 stores of leading international
brands and casual dining outlets,
Melbourne Central is home to a
multi-screen cinema complex and
an underground train station
connecting passengers to the rest
of the city and beyond.
4 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT

GETTING AROUND

CENtRE Of
EVERytHING

Melbourne has embraced the bicycle
as a quick and environmentally friendly
way to get around town. As well as a
share-bike system managed by the City
of Melbourne, dedicated bike lanes
keep cyclists safe on the roads and
connect with several picturesque
riding trails leading out of the city.
Getting around the city is also easy
and convenient with the network of
free tram services within the CBD.

CHAPTER 3
MELBOURNE LIFE

A
RADIANt
lifestyLE
Melbourne is the fastest growing
city in Australia. For its education
and employment, for its natural
beauty and vibrant culture, and for its
exciting 24-hour hub of activity in the
CBD, this has become the country’s
most attractive place to call home.
In fact, Melbourne was voted The
World’s Most Liveable City for the
fourth year in a row by the Economist
Intelligence Unit.
It isn’t difficult to see why.
Melbourne’s museums and galleries
host world-class exhibitions, while its
festivals attract international artists.

Its culinary scene is the envy of every
Australian city, with restaurants
attracting top chefs and winning
multiple awards, its sporting culture
is firmly established as the home
of Australian Rules Football,
the Australian Open and the
Formula 1 Grand Prix.
While Melbourne is undeniably
an impressive destination on a large
scale, there is also a hidden charm to
the city that is best explored at your
leisure. Melbourne’s celebrated laneway
culture has opened up previously
unused urban spaces to house chic

galleries, cafés, bars and unique retail
experiences.
These two levels of the city’s identity
– the grand and the boutique – are what
make a Melbourne lifestyle so special.
It is seen everywhere from the weekly
sports and entertainment filling
stadiums to the nightly gatherings on
rooftop bars and in the latest hiddenaway must-visit restaurants.
Like a beautiful gem, Melbourne
is a city of many facets, radiating
something unique and appealing
to everyone.

SHOPPInG &
EntErtainmEnt

CROWN CASINO

An internationally known destination
for some of the city’s best dining,
entertainment and shopping, the
sprawling Crown Casino by the Yarra
River features designer boutiques,
premium restaurants including Nobu
and Rockpool, as well as cinemas and
bowling facilities. This sophisticated
and popular Melbourne destination
is a hive of activity day and night.
13 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT

BOURKE STREET MALL

Much more than a white-collar
business centre, the City of Melbourne
is famous for its entertainment and
shopping. One of its most popular
retail destinations is Bourke Street
Mall, an elegant pedestrian-only
stretch of the central city which is
home to the department stores Myer
and David Jones, as well as H&M
set within the heritage GPO building.
Melbourne Central, Emporium and the
established prestige shopping along
Collins Street are also nearby.
8 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT
SOUTHBANK PROMENADE

SNEAKERBOY

Sneakerboy is just one of many
prestigious retail outlets in the
CBD, offering luxury sneakers from
Balenciaga, Rick Owens, Saint Laurent,
and Yohji Yamamoto.

CAFeS &
ReSTAURANtS
Melbourne is justifiably proud of its
culinary scene, serving up consistent
quality and a diverse range of cuisines
found at every level, from pop-up
eateries to established award-winning
restaurants. Melbourne is also a city
obsessed with coffee, with longstanding
and new favourite cafés dotted
throughout the CBD.

Q U E E N V I C TO R I A M A R K E T

The Queen Vic has been the heart
of Melbourne for more than a century.
Just a short walk from Avant, everything
can be found here in the bustling market
from fresh local produce to imported
gourmet delicacies.
7 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT

OLIVER LANE

Oliver Laneway is a quintessential
Melbourne laneway nestled in the east
end of the city. Its cobblestones hark
back to a bygone era, with converted
warehouses now featuring modern
offices, the renowned café, Bowery
to Williamsburg, and the acclaimed
restaurant Coda.
5 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT
GAZI RESTAUR ANT

C H I N AT O W N

Melbourne’s Chinatown has played
an important role in establishing
the culture of Chinese immigrants
since 1854. Today this vibrant CBD
precinct is home to some of the city’s
most popular restaurants offering
both casual and fine dining, as well
as a range of retail outlets and the
fascinating Chinese Museum.
8 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT

SUPERNORMAL

A little Korean, a little Japanese
and a little Chinese, Supernormal is
one of Melbourne’s most popular new
Asian restaurants. The highlights from
multi award-winning chef Andrew
McConnell include his famous lobster
roll, Szechuan-peppered brisket and
Korean BBQ pork shoulder.
5 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT

SUPERNORMAL

fUtURE
City
eDUCAtiON
Melbourne is recognised around
the world for its high quality tertiary
education, with two of the city’s most
prestigious institutions within walking
distance of Avant.
RMIT has a proud reputation for
its practical education and valuable
industry partnerships, with vocational,
undergraduate and postgraduate
study in areas including technology,
design and communication. The main
campus of RMIT is just one block away
from Avant.
The University of Melbourne’s main
campus in Parkville is only a little further
away and easily accessible by tram.

This is one of Australia’s best known
universities, with its Business School,
Law School and Medical School all
particularly well regarded.
In addition to these two renowned
tertiary institutions, students from
around Australia and overseas choose
to study in Melbourne to attend La
Trobe University, Monash University,
Deakin University and many other
places of learning. Being so close to
the trams, buses and the train station
of Melbourne Central, access to
these schools is easy from Avant’s
CBD location.

RMIT UNIVERSIT Y

StUDy &
lEarniNG
RMIT UNIVERSITY

The full name of RMIT is the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology.
Founded in 1887 to support the
industrialisation of the city, RMIT
has since become one of the
country’s leading universities with
a reputation for practical education
and valuable industry partnerships.
More than 80,000 RMIT students are
currently enrolled across vocational,
undergraduate and postgraduate
study in areas including technology,
design and communication. The main
campus is within the CBD, just one
block away from Avant.
1 MINUTE WALK
FROM AVANT

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MELBOURNE

The University of Melbourne is one
of Australia’s most prestigious tertiary
institutions, and is ranked among
the best universities in the world. Its
sprawling historic campus in Parkville,
just a short walk or tram ride from Avant,
was founded in 1853. The Business
School, Law School and Medical School
are particularly well regarded, with both
science and medical students engaged
in groundbreaking research.
8 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT

THE UNIVERSIT Y OF MELBOURNE

UTOPIAN SLUMPS

The cult art gallery, Utopian Slumps,
was founded in 2007 by the then
24-year-old, Melissa Loughnan. In
doing so she also founded a new
movement, which has seen Utopian
Slumps grow from a fledgling notfor-profit to one of Melbourne’s most
exciting commercial galleries with a
home in the CBD.
6 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT

ARt &
CUltURE
Melbourne is often referred to as the
cultural capital of Australia.
By night, the city hosts an abundance
of live music, theatre, comedy, ballet and
opera, with audiences packed into concert
halls, grand theatres and intimate jazz clubs.
By day, the city’s famous visual arts
scene offers celebrated street art in
laneways, traditional art held in public
gallery collections and the work of new
artists found in boutique private galleries.

N AT I O N A L G A L L E R Y
OF VICTORIA (NGV)

The National Gallery of Victoria is the
oldest and most visited public art gallery
in Australia. Located at two stunning
city locations, the NGV holds the most
significant collection in the region with
over 70,000 pieces, and regularly hosts
popular international and local exhibitions.
8 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT

T H E YA R R A R I V E R

Flowing directly from its source
in the Yarra Valley, the iconic Yarra
River marks the southern boundary
of Melbourne’s CBD. Its banks are
lined with parklands and cycling paths,
as well as the Southbank entertainment
district where restaurants, cafés and
bars provide a beautiful riverside
setting and inspiring city views.
10 MINUTES TRAM
FROM AVANT

F L A G S TA F F G A R D E N S

Not far from Avant at the north
end of the city, the beautiful Flagstaff
Gardens features rolling green lawns
and stately rows of trees, as well as
sculptures, barbecues and tennis courts.
This historic park was established on
the highest point in the city, where
a signalling station once flagged the
arrival of ships in the bay.
8 MINUTES WALK
FROM AVANT

PARKS &
GARDeNS
Long before Melbourne was famous
for its laneways, the city was known for
its leafy parks and gardens. Beautiful
floral displays, finely manicured lawns,
long-established avenues of European
trees and picturesque heritage fountains
combine to offer places of tranquil
escape close to the centre of town.

CHAPTER 4
EXCLUSIVE AMENITIES

Welcome to Avant: 55 levels
of city living with three levels
of premium residential facilities.

MyRIAD
lifEStyle
OPtIONS
Living at Avant is more than calling
the city’s most attractive tower your
home; more than living in a stylish
apartment with spectacular views.
Equalling the level of design is the level
of amenity in the building.
Within Avant, residents are provided
with large spaces to socialise, active
spaces to exercise and quiet spaces to
study. A luxury pool, gym, landscaped

outdoor areas and private dining
rooms are just some of the options
which elevate Avant to a new height
of sophisticated CBD living.
The premium lifestyle of Avant
actually begins with a truly impressive
lobby space that seamlessly transitions
the external geometric form to the
interior design through a series of
weave-like patterns.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

SOUTH WEST VIEW

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

SURROUNDED
By tHE SKy

Avant goes beyond the usual
building amenity, with a range
of communal spaces for residents
to exercise, socialise, spend time
together or study in privacy.
From the swimming pool, cosy
lounges and gym to the private
theatrettes and games rooms, Avant
offers an exceptional recreational life
in the heart of Melbourne’s CBD.

A pEaceful
retrEat
ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

RELAX IN LUXURY

The outdoor spaces at Avant offer
a private garden with BBQ areas and
spas in the sky, all exquisitely designed
and landscaped to offer both a quiet
escape and a perfect venue for
socialising in style.

ActiVE
lifEstyle

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

PRiVAtE DiNiNG
ROOMS

Level 55 of Avant is home to an
array of stunning residential amenity
with views to match.
A large lounge area offers space
for social occasions in style, while
private dining rooms are available to
be reserved for dinner parties, along
with a gourmet kitchen designed with
everything a chef would need.

Level 55 also features a beautifully
designed conservatory where residents
can still feel connected to nature
high in the sky, and a terrace where
residents can step outside and enjoy
the sweeping vistas over Melbourne.

A WORLD
ABOVE

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

CHAPTER 5
AVANT RESIDENCES

stylE
from all
anglEs
The multi-awarded team at Elenberg
Fraser has designed both the architecture
and the apartment interiors of Avant,
ensuring a continuous visual language
across the entire building. This extends
the themes of geometric design and
beautiful presentation into each
individual apartment.

There are two stunning colour
schemes available to choose from –
the Light scheme or the Warm scheme.
Premium materials are used such as
reconstituted stone bench tops and
handsome engineered timber flooring
in each apartment’s kitchen, dining
and living area.

The floorplans of every one, two and
three bedroom apartment have been
meticulously considered to allow for
maximum comfort and spectacular views
through the expansive glass perimeter.

In every way, from the geometric
design to the choice of materials,
living spaces at Avant have been
calculated for a life of absolute style.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

Avant residences are carefully
considered to maximise natural
light and provide stunning views
of Melbourne’s cityscape.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

DESIGNING THE
PERFECT KITCHEN

These beautiful kitchens connect
to the dining and living areas in each
residence, with open plan design and
a seamless continuity of style.

WARM SCHEME

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

‘Avant presents refined spaces
designed for modern living.’
CAL LU M F RA S E R, E L EN B ER G F R A SER

LIGHT SCHEME

L I G H T & S PA C E

‘In the residences at Avant, we are
expressing geometry in its purest form.’
CA LLU M F RA S E R, E LEN B ER G F R A SER

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

Y O U R B AT H R O O M

The visual language of the apartment
design is replicated in the bathroom,
expressed through clean lines and a
meticulously considered use of space.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

WARM SCHEME

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

LIGHT SCHEME

YOUR BEDROOM

At Avant, residents wake up to
inspiring views of the city through
the tower’s beautiful glass façade.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

A NEW OUTLOOK

Sweeping vistas of Melbourne
from Avant.

NORTH EAST VIEW

CHAPTER 6
P R OJ E CT T E A M

WORLD CLASS LAND - AUSTRALIA 108

A WORLD
ClASS tEaM
WORLD CLASS LAND

ELENBERG FRASER

World Class Land is a leading
Singapore-based developer of
luxurious residential and commercial
property projects. With a proven
track record in Singapore, including
the successful Urban Vista and City
Gate, World Class Land has since
brought its innovation and drive for
quality to Melbourne with Australia
108. This landmark building reflects
the commitment of World Class
Land to luxury, design and privacy.
That commitment now continues
with Avant, set to offer a new level
of stylish living in the world’s most
liveable city.

Elenberg Fraser – not your average
architecture firm. An integrated design
practice operating across the AsiaPacific region, their buildings prove that
good design leads to economic, social
and cultural benefits.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

ELENBERG FRASER - AVENUE

The outcome is sensory –
architecture that people can feel,
not just see. Architecture that
makes people think, acknowledging
the origins of architecture and its
plethora of influences, both ancient
and modern.
Through interrogation, invention and
collaboration, they produce experiential
spaces that demand reaction.
Elenberg Fraser. Feel the difference.

ARTIST’S IMPRESSION

DISCLAIMER
This document is a guide only, does not
constitute an offer and is subject to the
terms of any sale contract. All architectural
renderings, contained in this document are
artist’s impressions only. No warranty, express
or implied, is given to the accuracy of the
information in this document and World Class
Land does not accept liability for error or
omission nor do we accept responsibility for
any action taken by intending purchasers in
reliance on this information. All illustrations in

relation to the development are for conceptual
purposes only and are subject to regulatory
approval from all relevant authorities. View
lines are indicative only as at the date of
publication. Actual views from each residence
may vary on completion from that shown. View
lines may be impacted by current and future
development applications. Intending purchasers
should make their own enquiries. Nothing in
this document constitutes specific technical,
financial or investment advice.

Specialist advice should be taken in relation to
specific circumstances of intending purchasers.
Accordingly, intending purchasers are advised
to seek their own independent advice and
should make their own enquiries as to the
details of the development. The availability
of certain products and materials may result
in some deviation to this document. Changes
may be made without notice to the whole or
any part of the development. All distances and
times stated are estimates only.

